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GS/AIGETOA/2021/84                                                                                                          Dated 28.06.2021 
 

To,                                            
Shri P. K. Purwar, 
Chairman & Managing Director, BSNL 
BSNL CO, H. C. Mathur Lane, Janpath, New Delhi 
 

Subject: Technical and Financial irregularities by the agency maintaining BSNL IDC, Mumbai against 

the terms and conditions of the agreement causing huge financial loss to BSNL Exchequer – 

ASSOCIATION DEMANDS ENQUIRY BY EXTERNAL AGENCY FOR FREE & FAIR INVESTIGATION 

OF IRREGULARITIES @ BSNL IDC MUMBAI AND POSSIBLE LEAKAGE OF IDC AHMEDABAD & 

FARDIABAD – All three IDCs are maintained and billed by M/s NxtGen -Reg. 

Reference:  
1. Letter number AIGETOA/C/MH/2020-21/6 dated 19.06.2021 by CS, AIGETOA Maharashtra. 

2. Letter number GS/AIGETOA/2021/36 dated 15.03.2021 by GS AIGETOA CHQ. 
 
 

Respected Sir, 
 

Kindly refer to our earlier communication vide letter under reference #2, where it was brought to your 

kind notice about alleged irregularities of hosting of the customers, on BSNL IDC Mumbai, directly by M/S 

NXTGEN without bringing in the knowledge of BSNL and flouting of terms and condition of the agreement, 

causing huge loss to the BSNL Exchequer. It is important to note that BSNL IDC at Mumbai, Ahmadabad 

and Faridabad are maintained by M/S NXTGEN in a revenue sharing model and Mumbai Circle is Nodal for 

PO/Billing of all three locations. As per the laid down agreement only BSNL have to take order, issue PO 

and bill the customers and share the revenue with NxtGen in the defined ratio. But it is alleged that M/s 

NXT Gen has directly taken order from customers, issued PO and received the full amount of the service 

and concealed the information from BSNL in gross violation of MoU clauses resulting in severe loss to the 

BSNL. In the prima-facie and as per the information received, there is a strong indication of irregularities 

being widespread across all the BSNL IDCs, which may have caused a financial loss to BSNL in the tune of 

Crores of Rupees. In the light of severity of the matter, following is submitted for you kind urgent 

attention and request for suitable order please: 
 

1. Investigation by External Agency: In view of the importance of the matter related with the huge 

financial loss, technical and financial irregularities, involvement of multiple locations and external 

company M/S NXTGEN maintaining the IDCs, the matter needs to be investigated by Central 

Government Agency to ensure appropriate action. Accordingly, the association demands 

immediate handing over the matter to CVC for detailed and fair investigation of irregularities, 

conspiracies, involvement of BSNL officials (if any) and precise estimation of financial loss 

subjected to BSNL in IDC case of all the three locations i.e. Mumbai, Ahmadabad and Faridabad. 
 

2. Holding of all payments of the IDC Partner:  As the loss subjected to BSNL has not been precisely 

calculated, BSNL should immediately freeze all the due payments of M/S NXTGEN (available with 
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BSNL of its 80% revenue share, retention money etc) as it will be difficult to recover the loss once 

the contract period with M/S NxtGen is over (which is August-2022) or the matter becomes to sub-

judicial after expiry of the term. BSNL should ensure recovery all losses it was subjected along 

with the interest and penalty as per the laid down provisions from the due amount.  
 

3. Auditing by an agency of Repute: It has come to our information that after the irregularities at IDC 

Mumbai was exposed, an internal audit committee was constituted by the Maharashtra Circle, 

which is not in line with the agreement. As per EoI / MoU (Section-8 of Bid Document), BSNL 

should “immediately appoint External Independent Monitor to review independently and 

objectively, whether and to what extent the parties comply with the obligations under the 

agreement”. It may be ensured that the Monitors thus appointed are Auditors / Investigators of 

good repute, with experience in handling such matters. Accordingly, the association demands 

immediate appointment of External Monitor, who is of the good repute and with expertise in 

handling such matters, for detailed and thorough auditing to the extent of technical and 

financial irregularities and precise estimation of the financial loss  subjected to BSNL, considering 

all aspects and inclusion of  all three BSNL IDCs in its ambit.  
 

4. Operation and Maintenance IDC Centers by BSNL:  The association is of the opinion that BSNL 

officers should take over the charge of all three IDC Centers and control of the activities in the 

BSNL IDCs, till the completion of the investigation process and conclusion of the matter. M/S 

NXTGEN officials can be kept in the supporting role, under strict supervision of BSNL officers, to 

check any further damage to the BSNL interest as well as smooth transition of the operation and 

maintenance of the BSNL IDCs to its own expertise.   

 

A kind consideration of the above points and early action is highly requested in the matter in 

the larger interest of the BSNL. 
 

Encl. As above 

With warm regards,  
Dated: 28.06.2021 

                  Sd/--        
                                                 [MD. WASI AHMAD]  

                       General Secretary 
Copy to: 

1. The Director (CFA), BSNL Board, New Delhi for kind information please. 
2. The CGMT Maharashtra, Gujarat and Haryana Circle for kind information and needful please. 
3. The Sr GM(IT-CFA), BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi for kind information and NA please. 
4. The Sr GM(SR) BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi for kind information please. 

 

 

 

 

 


